The time-course of rod-cone interaction.
The time-course of rod-cone interaction (change of scotopic sensitivity caused by photopic background stimulation) was measured in the presence of briskly exchanged, scotopically matched, 490- and 630-nm background disks. In all conditions, interaction rose and fell quickly with changes of photopic stimulation. When the background was a small 0.6 degree-diameter disk, photopic stimulation produced relatively constant maintained interaction of about 0.6 log units. When the background was a large 7.8 degree-dia disk, photopic stimulation produced larger initial (0.6-1.0 log unit) than maintained (0.2 log unit) interaction. When a 0.6 degree by 7.8 degree annulus was used instead of a background, photopic stimulation produced substantial interaction only at offset, a transitory interaction. Thus, the spatial dependence of transitory interactions differs from that of maintained interaction: transitory interactions can be large even when maintained interaction is small or absent. The results are discussed in terms of a simple center-surround model of rod-cone interaction that unifies both maintained and transient interaction.